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About BOP Consulting

— An international consultancy specialising in culture and the creative economy

— Advises policy makers (UNESCO, DCMS, GLA, boroughs) + funders (Arts 

Council, HLF, BFI) + major cultural organisations (Royal Opera House, 

Museum of London) + leading property developers (Battersea Power Station, 

Grosvenor London Estate)

— Convenor of the World Cities Culture Forum which brings together 38 of the 

most important cities across six continents to discuss cultural policy and best 

practice

https://www.google.co.uk/imgres?imgurl=https://www.spectrecom.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2013/04/gla-logo.jpg&imgrefurl=https://www.spectrecom.co.uk/project/gla-fit-cities-2013/&docid=Th_jTyVAQZvIiM&tbnid=Cgun3w7vtecX3M:&vet=10ahUKEwj0mYy0nu3gAhWFuHEKHXwkDiAQMwhGKAgwCA..i&w=300&h=137&bih=651&biw=1366&q=GLA%20LOGO&ved=0ahUKEwj0mYy0nu3gAhWFuHEKHXwkDiAQMwhGKAgwCA&iact=mrc&uact=8
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1. Key Messages 

— Culture in central London is in crisis:

— Over 50k jobs projected to be lost in 2020 – 75% among self-employed

— Difficult to combine social distancing with levels of attendance that 

make cultural amenities viable – and to secure compensating revenue 

— Facing challenges distinct from those elsewhere in country  

— Amenities would benefit from push to return footfall to central London that 

is coordinated – across campaigns, policy areas and government tiers

— Need to preserve:

— Workforce: through combination of measures around freelancers, 

furlough and reskilling

— Amenities: through reduction in costs (rent, tax) and growth in revenues 

(Point-of-Interaction Testing, new uses of space, digital – if possible)  

— To secure growth: Pivot to Londoners and a creative central London  
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2. Summary: Response to brief  

Our brief: How has Covid-19 affected central London's culture sector during 

the lockdown and how is the approach to re-opening working / not working?

— Indoor fixed-seat venues (e.g. theatres, concert halls) are more restricted 

and less Covid-secure than outdoor venues (e.g. park concerts, street 

festivals) or indoor exhibit-based venues (e.g. museums, galleries)

— In common with adjacent sectors (e.g. tourism, hospitality, retail), culture 

would benefit from measures to safely increase footfall

— To preserve cultural amenities, either their costs need to reduce (e.g. rent) 

or revenues increase. Key to which is increased capacities:

— In combination with social distancing: Transitioning to 

outdoor/meanwhile/pop-up spaces where possible and design 

improvements – but not clear whether these (or digital revenues) can 

sufficiently raise capacities for amenities to be viable

— Or by overcoming the need for social distancing: Point-of-Interaction 

Testing
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2. Summary: Response to brief  

Our brief: What could the impact be in the medium to long term?

— Diminishment of London's cultural capital: human and physical

— Projected loss of over 50k cultural jobs in Central London this year – three 

quarters of these among freelancers

— As furlough removed, job losses expected to gather pace. Especially in 

those parts of the cultural sector least compatible with social distancing 

(e.g. theatres, concert halls), least confident in bridging to a potential post-

Covid world, and most dependent on earned income (e.g. Box Office)

— This will entail not just a loss of skills and capacity within the cultural sector 

but 'levelling down' – as those most likely to exit artistic careers are those 

least able to endure periods of low or no artistic earnings

— The longer we go without some safe means of overcoming the need for 

social distancing (e.g. mass testing, vaccine), the more likely venues are 

to close
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2. Summary: Response to brief  

Our brief: What are the unique challenges facing cultural institutions and 

businesses in central London compared to the rest of the UK?

— Reduced demand for culture in central London due to:

— Reduced journeys to London: The city is not functioning as the national 

and international hub for business and tourism as previously

— Reduced journeys within London: Fewer people are travelling from 

outer to inner London for work or leisure

— Low residential population: 'Pivot to the local’ is a less effective source of 

compensating demand – this effectiveness also limited by so much of 

London's cultural offer being geared to international visitors

— More privately funded culture: London unique in Europe for its cluster of 

private sector theatres (e.g. Globe, West End) 

— Underlying challenges: Cost of living and operating in London
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2. Summary: Response to brief  

Our brief: To what extent might we be seeing a permanent shift in visitor / 

user / customer behaviour?

— Pent-up demand to re-engage with those forms that are now less possible 

(e.g. theatre, gigs) and some willingness to engage with alternatives:

— Outdoor/meanwhile/pop-up (e.g. Greenwich and Docklands Festival 'on 

your doorstep', openaire cinema on Regent's Canal)

— Culture that can be combined with social distancing (e.g. Electronic 

Music show at Design Museum as an alternative to a gig, London Mural 

Festival)

— Digital (e.g. National Theatre Live, Nick Cave live streamed from 

Alexandra Palace)

— But, for many people, this occurs relatively close to home or at home and 

health concerns need to be resolved (e.g. mass testing, vaccine) to get 

people back to previous cultural habits in central London 
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2. Summary: Response to brief  

Our brief: How will changes in the culture sector / offer impact central 

London's overall economic growth?

— Diminished direct economic contribution of culture (113k jobs in Central 

London)

— Reduced indirect benefits of culture:

— Support to adjacent sectors: night-time economy, retail, tourism

— Vibrancy acting as a magnet for investment and talent to London 

— Pipeline of ideas and skills to the broader creative industries 

— Embedded creativity within the broader economy 

— Overall, as London's cultural capital erodes, it will become a less 

interesting, dynamic and distinctive place to live, work and visit
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1. Summary: Response to brief  

Our brief: What are the key public policy priorities to support cultural 

institutions and workers from local, regional and central government?

— Co-ordination: With other campaigns (e.g. SOS) and policy areas, around 

a shared agenda of safely rebuilding footfall in Central London

— Preservation: Of human and physical cultural capital – retaining jobs and 

assets, while adapting both to growth opportunities

— Growth:

— For organisations: 'Pivot to Londoners' and digital opportunities – to the 

extent possible

— For workers: Reskilled to help organisations seize growth opportunities

— Overcoming previous weaknesses: Viability of artistic careers and 

organisations in London, as well as environmental sustainability

— Benefitting communities: Business and residential with cultural buzz 

and engagement
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Preservation GrowthCoordination

To safely recover 

footfall

Of cultural capital: 

workforce and 

amenities 

For cultural sector 

and London 

communities

3. Our brief: What are the key public policy priorities to 

support cultural institutions and workers from local, regional 

and central government?
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3. Looking ahead: Coordination  

– Around a shared agenda:

Central London has been able to assume the benefits of footfall; 

now needs deliberative steps to secure – with this footfall balanced across 

day and week

– With other campaigns (e.g. London&Partners, SOS):

To reassure Londoners and visitors as to the safety of spending time in 

Central London and utilising public transport

– With other policy areas:

Need joined-up policy across transport, retail, hospitality and culture

– Between different tiers of government:

Central government, GLA, TfL and boroughs all have important and 

complementary roles to play
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3. Looking ahead: Preservation 

– Of cultural skills and workforce:

• Freelancers: Improve access to HM Treasury schemes

• Furlough: Culture to benefit from any sector-specific extension

• Reskilling: Targeted on workforce to seize growth opportunities

– Of cultural assets – through growth in revenues and cost reductions:

• Growing revenues - via:

a) Maximise venue capacities alongside Covid security or, preferably, 

avoid need for social distancing via Point-Of-Interaction Testing

b) Utilise meanwhile and pop-up spaces – assisted by planning policy

c) Reach new digital audiences and revenues where possible

• Reduce costs – via coordinated and sector-wide deals on rents 

and/or tax

If that fails... refuse to lose: Planning policies to prevent cultural assets 

being converted to other uses
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3. Looking ahead: Growth   

– For cultural organisations:

• Pivot to Londoners: With local communities, calibrating offer to 

Londoners more generally, and utilising partnerships between inner 

and outer London (e.g. Barbican in Leytonstone)

• Digital: Requires brand and platform – very few cultural organisations 

now have both (e.g. Berlin Philharmonic, New York Met). But do 

London cultural organisations have unfulfilled potential? Perhaps to 

be further explored/unlocked by public sector support?

• Back to live: Manging (e.g. Salzburg Festival) or overcoming social 

distancing (e.g. Point-Of-Interaction Testing) 

• New interactions between digital and live to maximise revenues 

– For creatives:

• Helping organisations to seize growth opportunities

• Reversing, with policy support, the long-term trend of central London 

being too expensive for them to live and work in 

– For residential and business communities: Deepening engagements 
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3. Looking ahead: International

inspiration

Coordination: Culture Token (Vienna): 

An app tracks travel and carbon savings 

that are exchanged for tickets to venues

Preservation: Salzburg Festival: "New 

regulations notwithstanding — including 

compulsory masks, half-full theaters and 

no intermissions — it often felt like 

business as usual: a bustling festival for a 

wealthy and elegant audience amid the 

grandeur of the Alpine landscape", New 

York Times

Growth: OperaCamion (Rome): Brings 

opera to public squares and new 

audiences 
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Credits 
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Data credits
Arts Council England, Creative Industries Federation, Office of National Statistics

Image credits
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Appendix 1. High employment and engagement

Employees and Self-Employed in Cultural Sector in Central London (2018)

─ Total jobs 113,924 – a highly statistically significant concentration v rest of UK 

─ Above average levels of cultural engagement for residents in each of the 12 boroughs 
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Appendix 1. High public and 

private investment 

Central London has benefitted from high levels of 

public investment in culture but earned income (e.g. 

ticket sales) has collapsed, which is highly 

problematic for the relatively large amount of culture 

in London that is privately funded (e.g. West End 

theatre)
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Appendix 1. Breath of cultural 

activity

London benefits from a tremendous breath of cultural 

activity – with private investment usually important to 

sustaining these activities:

Pubs and clubs: The West End is the largest night-

time economy in the UK, larger than Manchester, 

Edinburgh and Berlin combined. Ministry of Sound 

attracts around 300,000 clubbers every year

Cinema: 911 cinema screens across London. 

Between 2010 and 2018, London added 116 screens 

and 8 cinemas. Soho being a key centre for cinema 

within Central London.

Heritage assets: London’s unique heritage assets 

include four UNESCO World Heritage Sites, 

scheduled monuments, registered parks and 

gardens, a registered battlefield and thousands of 

listed buildings and conservation areas
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Appendix 1. Supporting adjacent 

sectors

Tourism: Four out of five of visitors to London 

describe culture and heritage as the main reason for 

their trip

Night-time economy: Night-time visitor activity is 

heavily concentrated in Central London, with 75% of 

visitors going to central areas (e.g. Soho, Oxford 

Street and London Bridge)

Creative industries and the role of creativity in 

other industries: Culture is a key part of the 

broader creative industries (623k jobs in London) 

and creative workers are also embedded across the 

rest of the economy (a further 260k London jobs) 

Attracting talent and investment: The vibrancy of 

the city is critical to retaining global talent and 

businesses in many sectors, not just the creative 

enterprises
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Appendix 1. Benefitting the rest of 

the UK

London’s cultural and creative strength 

benefits the UK

40% of businesses in the supply chain of 

London's cultural sector are based 

elsewhere in the UK

London’s cultural appeal benefits 

tourism across the UK

The GLA’s Cultural Tourism Vision for 

London (2015-2017) looked to help 

"position London as a gateway to the UK’s 

tourism offer" 
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Appendix 1. Pre-Covid 19 threats

Artists and amenities priced out of 

London: London lost a quarter of its pubs 

along and a third of our grassroots music 

venues and creative workspaces in the ten 

years to 2018 (Mayor of London's Culture 

Strategy, 2018)

Lack of diversity in workforces and 

audiences: Cultural employment and 

engagement are skewed towards those 

from more affluent backgrounds

Climate impact: Cultural buildings and 

infrastructure need to be more sustainable, 

while globe-trotting cultural programming 

creates a significant carbon footprint
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West End footfall is around a quarter of that 

experienced at the same time in 2019:

Less tourism: London hotel occupancy down 

by three-quarters v July 2019 – with bed 

occupancy at 22.8%

Persistent homeworking: In mid-July, 69% of 

London employees had not returned to their 

pre-Covid place of work

Reduced propensity to travel from Outer to 

Inner London: 66% of people living outside 

the West End and other key Central London 

destinations were unlikely to travel into Central 

London in the last week of July

Appendix 2. Footfall has collapsed in 

Central London
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Appendix 2. Capacity of cultural venues to adapt to Covid-19   

Conditions Indoor exhibit-based 

venues (museums, galleries, 

historic sites etc.)

Indoor fixed-seat venues 
(theatres, concert halls, cinemas 

etc.) - nb, not all indoor venues 

are fixed-seat

Outdoor venues 
(concerts in parks, street 

festivals etc.) 

Ability for visitors to 

socially distance 
HIGH LOW HIGH

Ability for visitors to 

avoid touching 

surfaces

HIGH LOW HIGH

Ability to control 

visitor flow
HIGH HIGH MEDIUM

Ability to minimise 

visitor contact 

with staff

HIGH MEDIUM HIGH

Ability for staff to clean 

frequently during 

programming 

HIGH MEDIUM MEDIUM

Financial viability w/ 

conditions above
MEDIUM LOW MEDIUM
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Indoor exhibit-based venues: The reopening 

of the National Maritime Museum on Monday 7 

September completes the reopening of this 

sector in Central London – albeit with timed 

and ticketed entries. DCMS-Sponsored 

Museums and Galleries at 15.1% of pre-

closure visits w/c 10 August

Indoor fixed-seat venues: The one-metre 

distancing rule means, for example, a 

reduction in the Royal Albert Hall’s capacity to 

around 36%. Most of its events break even at 

around 80%. Mark Davyd, head of the charity 

Music Venue Trust: “Only around 100 of the 

country’s 900 small music venues would be 

able to operate under the current restrictions”

Outdoor venues: Looking to summer 2021

Appendix 2. Different reopening 

experiences
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London & Partners Survey of Londoners (27 

July):

Local preference: 72% agree: "I am more 

nervous about spending time in Central 

London than in my local area"

Nervousness about public transport: 75% 

agree: "I want to avoid public transport so will 

spend more time in my local area"

Lack of comfort in some cultural activities: 

Only 35% comfortable going to live music 

events and 41% going to theatre/shows versus 

85% visiting parks and 63% going for a coffee

Appendix 2. Post-lockdown 

perceptions
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Projected reduction in Employees and Self-Employed in Cultural Sector in Central London (2020) 

─ 52,850 cultural jobs in Central London projected to be lost in 2020

─ 75% of those jobs lost among self-employed workers

Appendix 2. Cultural employment imperiled by Covid-19
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BOP Consulting is an international consultancy

specialising in culture and the creative economy.

BOP convenes the World Cities Culture Forum

(WCCF), an international network of more than

35 cities. www.worldcitiescultureforum.com

London

Henry Wood House, 2 Riding House Street, 

London W1W 7FA

Edinburgh

16 Young Street, Edinburgh, EH2 4 JB

Shanghai 

213 – 214, No. 585 Fuxing Middle Road,

Shanghai 200025, China

Web

www.bop.co.uk

Twitter

@BOP_Consulting

Blog 

www,bop.co.uk/articles
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